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it secures an administration more in the interests of the whole
population.
The African Problem. The treatment of the peoples of Africa
is the largest problem in the Colonial Empire. Here, British ideas
of Government, and the desire to exploit natural resources, have
come into contact with primitive society, where the tribe, with
its Chief and Council of Elders, regulated both political and
economic affairs. The method of Government adopted may be
either " direct rule** where the native institutions are set aside,
and the Governor exercises supreme power; or "indirect rule"
where the Chiefs are instructed and encouraged by the British
administration. The latter method has the greater possibilities;
it leaves open the door for future self-Government, by Africans,
through institutions which they understand; it has the danger,
however, that the Chief, relying on British power, may be able
to ignore the Tribal Council, and become a despot, rather than
the public servant which the theory of African society requires
him to be. For the successful working of either method it is
necessary that the representatives of British power sent out by
the Colonial Office should be acquainted with the intricacies of
African society and belief.
It is to the credit of British rule in Africa, that it has ended
warfare between tribes, slave raiding, the influence of witch
doctors, human sacrifice, and other barbarities from which
Africans have long suffered. Beyond this, however, there is a
sharp distinction between the administration of West and East
Africa. The natives of West Africa have been allowed to keep
their lands for agriculture, and die spread of education and law
has increased prosperity and happiness. In Nigeria, a Native
Parliament has some control over the relations between Africans
and those Europeans who wish to develop industries and railways.
Thus encouraged, the African has made good use of his land,
and the rise in the productivity of the country has been beneficial
to all parties concerned; here then, the possibilities for good in
Imperialism are illustrated. In most of the East African Colonies,

